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LESSON 129

LAST JUDGEMENT

Li29lpg

The Golden Dawn version is much' in the traditional mod of
the Marseilles although there have been certain alteration to
suit the Order's teachings . As a trump, the Last Judgement is
firmly rooted in, the beliefs from Revelations, especially Chapter
20, vs 12-14 : 'And I saw the dead, small and great stand be-Fore
God, and the other' books were opened : and another book was
opened : which is the book of life: and the dead were judged out
of these things which were written in the books,, according to
their works . And the sea gave up : the dead which were in, it, and
death and hell delivered up the dead whichh were in them : and the';
were judged every man according to their; works. And death and
hell were cast intoo the lake of fire . This is the second-deat~~ .'
The angel sounding the trumpet also relates to revelations
was the manner in which the herald of the Last Judgement - wou.d
come.

Of this card Mathers said

	

'The last Judgement with an
angel blowing a- trumpet and the Dead rising from their tcmb5
but its meaning is far more occult and recondite than "hisfor it
i s a glyph of the powers of Fire. The Angel encircled 'by .̀:'ho
rainbow, whence leap-coruscations of Fire, and crowned wit'' the
Sun, represents MICHAEL, the Great Archangel, the ruler of Solar
Fire. The Serpents which leap in the rainbows are symbols of the
Fiery Seraphim . The Trumpet represents - the influence of tf ..a
Spirit descending from BINAH, while the Banner with the
refers to the Four Rivers of Paradise and the letters of the Hcl y,
Name .'

'He is also AXIEROS, the first -Samothracian Kabri, as well as
Zeus and Osiris . The left hand figure below rising from the Earth -
is Samael, the ruler of Volanic Fire . He is also AXIi7KERSC2,- the
Second ' Kabir, Pluto and Typhon . .The right hand figure below -is
ANAEL, the ruler of the Astral Light. She i s al ~io AXICKERSA, w

Third +abri, Ceres and Persephone, Isis and Nephthys . ±e 1s,
therefore, represented in duplicate form, and rising from the
waters . Around both these figures dart flashes of L 4 ghtr,_ ::y
These three' principle figures form the Fire Triangle, and -
Further-represent the Fire operating in the other Three o
Earth, Air, and Water .'

'The central lower figure with his back turned, and his arms
in the Sign of the Two equals Nine, is AREAL,- the ruler of latent
heat . He is rising from the Earth as if to receive the properties
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of the other three .

	

He 'i s also KKASMILLOS, ; the candi diitte i n the
Samothracian Mysteries, and the Horus of Egypt . He rises fr clm t! -., e
rock-hewn cubical Tomb and he also alludes to the Candid_:to who
traverses the Path of Fire . The three lower figures reps _t , ".
Hebrew letter SHIN, to which Fire is especially referred . The
seven Hebrew Yods allude to the Sephiroth operating in each o
the Planets and to the Schemphamporesch' .

In the 3=8 Theoricus Ritual, of the moist Path of . Shin ir;ore
information is given as to the actions of this -card thr-cughha ' I e
speeches given to the candidate, this should be studied to gain
further meanings to this trump . Mathers built the cantral
triangle in the card around the actions of the Kabiri . The First
Kabir equates to Will and Intellect, he forces Fire forward into
Fire and relates to the actions of the ape. : of the Fire triangle .
The Second -Kabi r represents Fire both Volcanic : and T'erreotr i al ,
he relates to Fire raging and; whirling and this equates with the
Left Basel Angle of the Triangle . The Third Kab i r relates to '
Right Basel Angel of the Triangle and Astral Fire - the 7-ire oT
Life' itself .

	

Combined, these represent the power of 'Z .̀e
l ect, Mind and Soul - which are said to unite i n the symbolic form
of a Lion . The triangle in the card is in fact a solid triar-.c,
pyramid and is formed of 4 triangles (from a ; birds-eye view)
visible and one concealed . Three have already been named tut the
fourth and invisible one, has its three angles repres4r : L i n ;
Latent Heat - AUD,, acti.ve - AUB, passive - AUR respectively

Westcott gives ; us the answer as to who a a;z- m st er i ous
Vabir were : 'Kaberia: A very ancient system .-of r>. .::teries ~&., --Led
among the Islands of the Aegean sea, and chiefly at Samo'.:hracc .
This district was inhabited by the Pelasgian , a race of India
Germanic type which preceeded the Greeks . The Samothracians per-
formed the mysteries called the Kabei ri a, i n honour of a group L;-.c
Di eti es the Vabei ri - consisting of A:: ieroti, A: i okersus, y :=; i ce
kersa and the novice was called K:asmi l l os . The curemony toot
place yearly and lasted 9 days. Personal virtuous ccndu`t Was -
demanded, and a form of absolution of sins was, granted_ The
Initiated wore a purple ribborn around their nect.s as
talisman . .Macrobius tells us that these ;festivals were ;: _rf :: :'me,d
at'the Vernal Equinox, and that the symbolism referred to :,? Sun
in Autumn and Spring-time .'

When these rituals were written the Golden D :-awn hit

	

not
heard of Pluto but after its discovery the rituals of the
Matut i na and the Alpha et Omega included the duar asscc i at i :_ ; ; ; u f-
Fire and Pluto to this -card, with the former being dropped i n
favour of the latter (The Court cards :tal::ing over their original
elemental roles) . The : association to Pluto here i s a very e .; aL t
one and hardly differs at all from the main meaning of the card
when its esoteric meaning is considered, for Pluto is the planet
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of both Death and Rebirth .

Therainbow from which Michael emerges is b~,5~ .:d o, -c
diagram of the 7 heavens of Assiah (shown in the 7=8 grad . :
this part of the Ritual should be studi sid carefully in r

	

.ti on
to this card for like this diagram, it has a lot of hid --r: rip
The seven Yods emitted from the Trumpet 'represents not only the
heralding of the Last Judgement but also the 7 - basic spirits . The
modern viewpoint is - that they stand- for the 7 tone vibrati ut ,
that open all levels of development and when applied to the body
of man relates 'to the 7 main spinal :chakras .

	

('TUr a ~~~. ; ern
perpective on how these relate with the Sephiroth applied to the
body of man see 'Beyond the Middle Pillar' by Regardi e )

The triangle, 7 Yods, and circular eye from which the a-..;111

emerges are coloured i n the Paprika Red of the King Scale- and the
sky background is the complementary translucent green . The sea is
coloured Copper ' Red of the Queen Scale, i n its trans!. ;.;co_r+t
colour .- The bodies are coloured in the transluc vr:t Venetian R.mod
of the Prince _< Scale and the earthth s i n the Russet Red , ,xyed
Green of the Princess Scale . The letter Shin i s 'i n the , T'i ii; 3::al e
with a translucent border around i t to di sti ngui sf :

	

t cl ea y
from the background . The angels wings and tunic and hair are also
coloured in the King Scale with his wings having flashes ar
complementary Green- through them for the feather outl fines .

	

PU s
skin i s the translucent complementary Green of the King Scat e
while his trumpet' i s the translucent Paprika Red of the K_ ;-
Scale as is the cross on the white banner . The aura emaratin ;
from the bodies is translucent white . The mai-n LO-f=in from t,,;hiL!-I
the central lower figure ; emerges is in the complementary Green to
the King Scale as , are the snakes i n the upper eye o, the

The title of this card 'rit of Primal Fice' znd thi ,:>
relates to the basic essence of f re se taken on variety 3 1*

levels as outlined in the card .

The psychological mode of consciousness that this card rep-
resents i s that of an individual who has completely changed or
repolarised his whole essence towards spirituality . The levels of
consciousness applied here has really passed the stage
as i t i s part of a mass movement or goal towards

	

N. c-i tu~tw i L y .
which - the individual is caught up in . This ::ring-, mere sul-f
awareness of man and his place i n the cosmos . The final n .`, s
that the individual must face his or her weal .-.tresses and -try to
win over them for there can be no running away from 'th . r;ys, i tt i : .:
confrontation time with the self . Because of this fact a co; :;N-et
transformation in character then occurs .

The alchemical meaning of this card is 'Multiplication'
which is well described in relationship to this card from an
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alchemical text : 'The waters when they come, awat::e b :dies and tha
spirits that are imprisoned and weak . For they again ugc
oppression and are enclosed i n Hades and yet i n :c l a. t' _

	

whil e
they grow and rise up and rejoice in the spring and baptism of
the waters .

	

For I tel you who are wise when you take
elements and stones in their places they appeal to you tD b=
nature . But they are not nature until. Fire has treated them,
they are clad in their glory from the Fire and the shining cc .cu.r
of it being transformed to the divine state of Tu zon . F •zr
are nourished in the fire and the embryo grows little by little,
nourished - as in its Mothers womb and when the appointed mar+ .-:'s
comes near is not held' back from coming out . The wages and
surges, one after another is Hades wound them in the tomb where
they lie.- When the tomb is open, they come out of Hades li";c e.
babe from the womb' . This is a description of the
rebirth . The cross on the trumpet of the angel is that -of t"',2
rectified four elements . This rectification is when spiri 4 hac
been impregnated into the elements (usually termed rninc .•- Z s r
this instance) .

This card .s numbered 40 and

	

double

	

4

relates , to perfection twice over or the rebirth of
first cycle of ten is the initial stage while the
the perfection of the work through trial and error

NNNh+rNNwrN

DIVINATION

ON MATTERS OF Self hoc

	

Self Projection ; new ideas ; s)ci•j

	

ja-
nings ; reactions to outside stimuli ; the life for

	

First ;
encounters :

If ' you receive the card Judgement i n thiss pcsi t ;. crt -
definite decision or step must be taken in your life. This is a
time when ones sense of self will be totally changed - even 'to tic.
extent of changing ones external appearance . Thore is a tondenc-y
to feel alienated hence one is defensive, perhaps seq . ;,:t :. wa _ and
protective . This card shows an intensive j.iei on ~-.,i L:h t : -L, .,g

powers of concentration . A trauma is experienced which : ,,ill cause:
a change of values . - Room i s made (must be- made) 'u, - new grst.-;th,
that will radically destroy obstacles .

ON MATTERS OF possessions and personal attitude towards such
personal estate and resources both physical and material ;
principles and feelings ; management and projection ; commerce,
personal, commercial, governmental and national financial affairs



Economic issues affect daily life, however- , l i-F`
uncomplicated or ordinary. In this position,
equili bri um is destroyed under the above matters . It alludas tic
extremes (-wealth or poverty), and loss of what is im ortan'.:
your life (if- it be materialistic :) . You -must find -an irntr
instead of esternal security . Judgement also shows that , ., go-.'or-
nment or country has a strong influence in shaping the word
the non-essential i s cut out

	

what i s of 'little value b c . ns _'
worth and what is of worth looses its value. Its energy is ' ' -• cm-
pul si veness.

ON MATTERS OF short ' journeys; communications; relationship
brothers, sisters, neighbours ; humour ; - identity, early edl..Icztion
books; correspondence ; enlarging ones field of , activity:

In this position Judgement shows that there is no mistake i,r
communication of a matter, the situation i s c :. ear ; -t'•, r c :.: %--,. h.
communication . There is' an aim to penetrate the or-cirar, .i'.y.i _ts

w

of mind, body and relationship . One must get to t`c hey. .- t a- a
matter . For some$ tormenting secrets from childhood, or aT:,3i_
ith family comes to the surface and is resolved . Having a powL-r-

ful mind leads to the danger of obsessi veness. You must
things in perspective . Judgement refers to one 'being sent away,
or leaving the neighbourhood, which gives ono a reeling o' b . .rr-
ishment ; the opinions and love of others

	

important . Tho irrr.g -
nation is overactive

ON MATTERS OF - the end of one stage and the cc,nmerc,em_nt of
another ; the home_ and private life ; buildings ; land ; parents;
security; emotions ; significant shifts in lifes directici-a, con -
cerning the soul ; the occult in its practical terms ; divination

The emotional depths of psychological life i s deeply
affected by battles, upheavals etc ., i n the home. There i s a
wilfulness and obstinacy, the home atmosphere is _trict, a fat'l - er
ominous .

	

A total reorientation of the self i s needed 'ta'. :
place) in feelings about self .' There are unrasoly 1d :nattt ;-;L which
hang below the level of consciousness and these must be Faced,
otherwise you (or a country) will suppress feel i .- - and ;.urges,
becoming a walking timebomb . After breakage ! ::.reak:down) th-RI!,e i
re-valuation, hidden resources give strength and the self (o ;.-
buildings etc) are rebuilt . Endings are final, and dramatic, but
once all is over there is a great sense of relief .

ON MATTERS OF love given ; creativity of selfhood ;, the creative



will ; children ; entertainment ; recreation ; _speculati ;
the arts; -gambling ; fulfilling potentiality :

L1^9lpg b

ants ;

Here Judgement shows someone (people or zountr i cs
up to be counted - the desire to be loci al , loved or - .t :Bt
accepted . The ego i s powerful . Under the above matters zit' d ;
are evaluated and judgement i s made' on merit . Expression Is
to creative works and new areas are pioneered . Chi 14!-: ;., rr cauce a
life changing effect, realisation of ones age perhaps . if r:cge• . -
tively aspected there is abortion issues, miscarriage, gr
If positively aspected there is pregnancy and birth . Over--.doii ..'a,_:-
tion of a child might cause the child to radically bread.: with
parent, , however for some, Judgementt shows a strong rel at i o' :hi r
between parent and child .

	

Romances, love affairs ; end r-alit
prevai I s .

ON MATTERS OF sickness ; employment;- employees; re
within the work environment ; conflicts; service ; on

	

sc . .--o or
service ;- the atquiring of skills psychology :

For some., health problems finally end ; for others however
its time the root cause was located and treated .- Judgement also
refers to psychosomatic illness . It represents dedicated wort :.ers,
completed jobs to full satisfaction and a feeling of an end .y`'• »r
a phase in your life is over. Jbbs will be assessed and e'fi-
ciency or existing methods` will be judged . You ,nay be < .cz- ing
your work or receiving redundancy . If negatively asps cted there
may be an accident or illness which will cause irre •vccable'
damage . A compulsion to serve and help others is strong, but try
to serve yourself as, well for the sake of your health and rrowt`, .
A health problem may be instrumental in changing your life .

ON MATTERS OF marriage and divorce ; contrac s

	

t,'he-other
competitors, adversaries, and known enemies ; partnerships ; pub i .:
relationships; social interaction ; the law of compensation ; :v;„t
is lacking ; the workings of karma :

Through destruction and the trauma of letting go, a new li'e
begins . Marriage and close relationships play a dominant role s.r.
ones life which can also help you in your personal tran_for,ma
tion . However, relationships never run smoothly, with sarong
emotional upheavals . For those separating or divor .rad . -the~ •oo vjill
be no going back. For those married, marriage causes a co .rr.l,~tr
change in ones life and you must be prepared to accept this if
the marriage i s to last . Some attract : i n a partner what they
haven't resolved in themselves, thus they get a taste of their
own- medicine. If there is difficulty letting go under the above
matters, fifes circumstances will force you to let go .
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CN MATTERS OF death and rebirth; ; ac.c :dents ; effec:t
crime a.-,d retribution ; 1egaciaa ; willo ; other_ ast :.:tai. . :t ;
finances; joint resources; moods; sa:: •,' spiritualism ;

	

a-
ion; mysticism ; transformation ;, psych:o yerapy

On a personal level, Judgement shows a compulsion
influence others through whatever means available, hcw_ver, i t
would be better to channel such energy into yourself far y01 C)v
transformation . On a large scale it shows an external
ing influencing force on the masses . Financially (buainesswisc,
power is on hand, contracts are influential, and there are hidden
resources (wealth) ; partnerships may have power struggles - al .
cards must be laid on the table . For some in this positions t`e-c
is a death wish (to break_ all limited boundarie-s) . T!'i :r•r. ma -1, bo z
narrow escape with death which causes a-reassessment of life .
Judgement also shows raw sexual energy, for sorrnc a preocc,_.p t :gin:
with sox .

ON MATTERS OF religion ; metaphysics ; philosophy; 'i Cr-
education;, legal ; systems ; morals ; institutions of o<<rn ng _c--=3
distance travel ;

	

exploration ;

	

public

	

cc;+1 ;r; ni Cat i or -1s ;
collective mind :

When Judgement i s i n this posi ti c:-n the will tc find X71= .r : i r ti
in life must be invoked . It shows long journies and a jcur -x~r,,
from which one may not return . Religious and-philosophical
are strong and serious; _ a search for the truth may lead
through profound experiences which will reorientate your ph.i osu
phies, or, through an experience, beliefs will be torn :..p_lkr wy
leaving despair and depression until a re-awakening . On a public
note there are the few who try to convert the many- to t`rar
beliefs . This card shows those who are very much i n Ql •. cd i n ! `c
here and now and many conflicts and challenge dominate -:wrrent
affairs .

ON MATTERS OF public honour ; status ; ambitions and goal :--._c.1-red;
achievements; profession ; the other parent ; causes far-
recognition; identity:

On a large universal scale this card reprasentz power aL
all cost. On a personal level Judger+cnt shows someone who r L . :2'1
to be better than others, to have a position of authority . Viat
one wants and what one gets, however, are two totally different
things, fortunately for some . There is a reaction towards
authority, and a time for evaluation of life's motives, values,
goals. This evaluation however can be painful and cause some to



psychologically withdraw from facing facts, as the r- CEaL:lts Lei -;d
to be a fate-comp l i . Fate must be faced or 'i_--u will be
repeating ,our lessons . If_,ou can face ;gate you will _ _ _L-.t
of the ashes like a phoenix . ^our tr i az are only -;~..~

	

t :° ;~._ ",;
their population and allies .

ON MATTERS CF friends ; income ; loci al alliances ;
ones attitude ; group activities ; government, counsellor-_; :. :
received ; spiritual and intellectual :aspirations ;

	

;ideals; f ;.,l = '_'~-
ment ; what you yield and how, you benefit others:

Reformation of outdated methods and institutions, is depicted
by Judgement here ; it's time to rise from the dust of the pact .
Views are reformed, aa direction is changed, goals a amined for
their usefulness . Concerning friends, you must e.-:amine your rea-
sons for forming friendships - possible betrayal . The mcarsin
life is sought : this must be found in contribution to a
whole such as a cause or group . Although you - ma -) , f _7el di' f , , '-
in group activities, it will benefit you to Lrc.,_ .t
for greater transformation . Psychology group . - group
This card also represents here a day or time of

	

-cmer t - or

ON MATTERS OF responsibility and contribution

	

el-"e.
humanistic concerns ; karmic debts ; unresolved pr"oblcm_ ; !-;_z ~ :
resources ; the unconscious ; sorrow ; health of f l i cti rsr.L, score t
enemies ;

	

hospitals;

	

secret societies ; ael undo

	

totalt

identification :

Here judgement shows hidden changes which are

	

ated on
on the level of the Collective Unconscious, the accumulated
emotions and sins of a collective society bursting to the surface
revealing an unguided energy . This energy must be given i :-ccti n
or diffused, for crises can be, transformed- into productivity .

strengthening the whole self . Some suffer the death --an,,s_at
pl ex, due to fear of change and suppressing their.
powers

or all .

	

-

MEDITATION ON JUDGEMENT :

Let the Student first study the overall picture of the card, then
study each detail : Each symbol and image . Study the colours .

Those in prison are best' to use their- time for personal growth ;
avoid self-persecution and guilt complexes - this i s time t :
resolve all issues and stand up to be judged .
shows dream analysis, therapy etc.., which can release _ : appedd
energy (unconscious complexes) which t! --,en should be '`.-Z



Now l st- the Student look at the card and feel
.Write down your overall impression .

ti~atia~~ti~ti

-r a'2e' r, y.',, n

Now paint this ard with the j ove described cclours .
outlined drawing i-c supplied with t
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